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2020 MEDIA PLANNER

DIGITAL MEDIA AND  
FOODPROCESSING.COM AUDIENCE

Branding/
Awareness Engagement Thought

 Leadership
Content 

Customization Lead Generation

Website Advertising X X

Website Advertising 
Welcome Ad X X

Native Advertising X X

E-Newsletters X X

Single Sponsored 
E-Newsletters X X X

eHandbooks X X X X X

Special Reports X X X X X

White Paper Alerts & 
Digital Solutions X X X X X

Webinars X X X X X

Advanced Lead Service 
Programs X X X X X

Video Fundamentals X X X X X

Video Marketing 
Campaign X X X X X

With a large and diverse digital audience – including purchasers, decision 
makers, influencers, and top executives – FoodProcessing.com reaches out 
to every level and niche of the food and beverage industry. 

Our digital reach includes:
•  More than 100,000 visitors per month to 

FoodProcessing.com
•  More than 50,000 subscribers to Food 

Processing’s digital products.

FoodProcessing.com delivers the most monthly 
unique visitors and average page views of the 
audited food & beverage industry web sites.
 149,000+ Average Page Views per Month*
   63,000+ Average Users per Month*
Source:  *December 2018 BPA Brand Audit Statements 
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eHANDBOOKS
MULTI-SPONSOR REPORTS TO BUILD THOUGHT-LEADERSHIP AND LEADS

Food Processing eHandbooks are information-rich reports on critical industry topics that aggregate 
our content, as well as blend original content from multiple sponsors, to provide readers with 
detailed thought-leadership pieces on the topics most important to them. These electronic editions 
are promoted directly to our targeted readership via email and are hosted on FoodProcessing.com. 

eHandbooks are a complete lead-generation package, providing a number of the key features and 
benefits sponsors look for, including:  

•  Readers register to download the eHandbook, providing strong lead-generation opportunities
• eHandbooks are excellent at identifying purchasers early in the buying process as they evaluate 

vendors and options 
• These information-rich digital editions also feature strong branding/awareness via full-page 

advertising for sponsors 
• Sponsors gain tremendous thought-leadership from their connection with our editorial content 
• Because they’re multi-sponsored, eHandbooks are one of our most affordable lead-generation 

options
• Weekly lead reports for two-months following publication date

Sponsor deliverables include:
• One full-page digital ad (same specs as a full-page print ad: 7” x 10”, 150 dpi);
• One bylined white paper or similar content (in a Microsoft Word file and a finished PDF);
• High-resolution logo
• Additional content links

Price:

$3,530 gross per  
eHandbook sponsorship

Alternative  
PROTEINS

  eHANDBOOK

eHANDBOOKS 2020 Schedule

MULTI-SPONSOR REPORTS TO BUILD THOUGHT-LEADERSHIP AND LEADS

DELIVERED TO MINIMUM OF 10,000 ENGAGED SUBSCRIBERS

PUBLICATION DATE SPONSORSHIP CLOSE MATERIALS DUE*

Food Safety: Plant Equipment January 22nd November 1st, 2019 December, 12th, 2019

Trends in Baking & Bakery Processing March 18th January 10th February, 7th

Trends with Fats & Oils May 20th February 28th April 10th

Pest Control June 24th April 1st May 13th

Food Safety: Emerging Technologies July 22nd April 29th June 10th

Conveying / Sorting / Powder Bulk Handling August 26th June 3rd July 15th

Developments in Cannabis Processing September 23rd July 1st August 12th

Trends in Snack Food Processing October 21st July 29th September 9th

Trends in Pet Food Processing November 11th August 19th September 30th

What’s happening in Alternative Proteins December 9th September 16th October 28th

* Note: If content submissions are not received by listed materials due date then sponsor can run advertisement only 
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SPECIAL REPORTS
EXCLUSIVE SPONSORSHIP OF LEAD-GENERATING DIGITAL REPORTS

Special Reports are single sponsored PDF’s that take Food Processing’s best editorial 
content in key topical areas, and package it into an information-rich, in-depth resource for 
our readers, who register to download them. Sponsors receive an exclusive opportunity to 
have their products and messages branded alongside our content.

Because our Special Reports are based on Food Processing’s award-winning editorial 
content, sponsors receive tremendous benefits, including:

• Exclusive branding and awareness for your company and marketing message 
• Superior thought-leadership 
• Excellent lead generation and depth of lead data 
•  Special Reports are excellent at identifying purchasers early in the buying cycle, 

during problem identification and solution exploration

The process is turnkey for sponsors. We start by sitting down with you to determine a 
topic that fits with your company’s products and is strong enough editorially to generate 
significant interest from our readers. Once we’ve settled on a topic, our editors gather 
appropriate content from Food Processing’s inventory; then design your Special Report--
--sponsors may / should submit content as well. We then work with you determining your 
target audience, and a ‘send’ date. The final product is marketed using a diverse program 
that includes direct emails, email newsletters and promotion on our website. Readers 
register to download your Special Report and we forward all lead data to you. You will 
receive weekly lead reports for two-months following publication date.

What do I receive as a sponsor of a Special Report?
A Special Report sponsor receives:

• Up to three full-page digital ads 
• Up to three half-page digital ads
• You can provide sponsored submitted content (white paper, article, case history)  

vetted and approved by Food Processing’s editorial team 
• Branding in all email and eNewsletter promotion 
• Lead data for all registrants 

Sponsor deliverables include:
A Special Report sponsor receives:

• 1-3, full-page digital ads (same specs as a full-page print ad: 7” x 10”, 150 dpi); 
• 1-3, half-page digital ads (same specs as a half-page horizontal print ad: 7” x 5”, 150 dpi) 
• 1-2 bylined white papers or similar content (in a Microsoft Word file); 
• High-resolution logo.

Price:

$7,647 gross

Clean, Sanitized, Safe
You focus on producing quality foods & beverages; let expert sanitation and food safety specialists protect your business.

Sponsored by

Special RepORT
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WHITE PAPER AND  
DIGITAL SOLUTIONS ALERTS
GENERATE RICH LEADS FOR YOUR CONTENT

Food Processing’s White Paper and Digital Solutions Alert program is a 
simple, effective method to help you develop prospects from and build 
awareness for the content you create.

Our White Paper and Digital Solutions Alerts offer: 
•   Lead generation; sent to a list of specifically chosen, engaged 

subscribers 
•  Thought-leadership via your association with the Food Processing 

brand 
•  Content such as white papers, case studies, application stories, and 

videos are excellent at identifying purchasers in the middle of the 
buying process, as they’re narrowing down their list of potential 
partners 

• Lead reports delivered weekly for two-months following send date, 
 that will include: 

 - Name 
 - Title
 - Company
 - e-mail 
 - State and Country (if desired)
• Your alert will be sent to a targeted list of prospects based on the 

topic and focus of your offering. Typical distribution is about 7,000.

2020 White Paper and DigitalAlerts schedule:
•  White Paper Alerts are sent 3x per week.
• With only one offering per alert----your white paper or video will have 

exclusivity.

Sponsor Deliverables include:
• White paper in PDF form (all white paper / content submissions are 
 vetted for appropriateness by Food Processing editorial) or Video’s;
• Video image size of 256x176;
• Title of your white paper;
• Brief (50 word) description of content offering;
• Marketing copy you’d like us to use on the registration page.

Price:

$4,412 gross per blast
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CUSTOM WEBINARS
THE COMPLETE PACKAGE: DETAILED LEADS, BRANDING, THOUGHT-LEADERSHIP 

What Are Custom Webinars?
Webinars are streaming media presentations that feature 
synchronized audio and PowerPoint slides in an interactive 
format. Attendees register beforehand to attend these free online 
discussions via their computers. The discussions are recorded 
and are then available on-demand for a year following the event. 
Sponsors receive lead data on all registrants.

Webinars are our most complete lead-generation product, with 
exceptional performance in the following areas:

•  Detailed lead data on each registrant, including their 
interactions with the presentation 

•  An opportunity to present alongside our editorial team, 
offering superior thought-leadership positioning 

• Branding on all pre-event marketing and during the event 
•  Webinars are excellent at identifying purchasers late in their 

buying process, as they’re nearing a buying decision 
• White-glove customer service that handles all the details 

Sponsor Deliverables include: 
Our dedicated Webinar / online event manager will ‘walk you 
through’ the full process, but here is a listing of the items we’ll need. 

•  A pre-call with our online event manager and our editorial staff to 
establish event date, timeline and content.

• Registration Page information 
• Presentation Title and Abstract (100 words approximately) 
•  3-5 Bullet Points explaining why a registrant would want to attend 

the presentation (What will they discover or learn?) 
• Items needed three weeks prior to live day:

 - PowerPoint Presentation 
 - Polling Questions (if wanted)
 - Seed Questions (if wanted) 
 - Handouts / Documents or Links of your choice.
 -  Exit Survey Questions (Optional) to be added to the end of 

our standard exit survey.

Please Note: Sponsors/Speakers cannot use VOIP (Voice Over Internet 
Protocol) phone service to deliver their live day presentations.
Landlines and/or Cellphones are required for the quality of band-width 
connection.

Price:

$10,583 gross 
with a minimum $2,000 FP digital program for Single-Sponsor

$11,765 gross
for Single-Sponsor with no other FP program
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FOOD PROCESSING 2020 EDITORIAL WEBINAR SERIES
LEADS, BRANDING, THOUGHT-LEADERSHIP

Structured and executed similar to our Custom Webinars offering, the Food 
Processing 2020 Editorial Webinars are a scheduled set of six webinars with pre-
determined topics of importance to food and beverage processors. 

Six webinars are planned throughout the year, focusing on the following topics:
•  January 21st: 2020 Food & Beverage Industry Outlook
•  March 24th: Cannabis Market & Processing Trends
•  May 19th: Factory Automation: What’s new and how it is impacting food & beverage
•  July 28th: Food Safety: How Regulations are Impacting Emerging Technologies
•  September 18th: Wastewater issues and treatment technologies
•  December 8th: Workforce 2021

Subject matter presenters will be industry experts, or members of 
the Food Processing editorial team. 

Sponsoring one of our 2020 Editorial Webinars. 
We have developed a process that makes sponsorship as easy 
as possible with a dedicated online event manager who will 
coordinate all details and deliverables with you. 

In addition, our platform allows for: 
• Attendees to download additional sponsor assets during 

the webinar.
• Interaction with speakers by attendees using the Q&A box 

available.
• Branding via pre-event, live and post event marketing
• Extremely detailed reporting that includes attendee contact 

information, if a webinar was viewed on demand and information 
about what they downloaded during the event

Sponsor Deliverables include: 
Our dedicated webinar / online event manager will ‘walk you through’  
the full process, but here is a listing of the items we’ll need. 

•  Company Logo 
• Polling Questions 
• Handouts / Documents or a link of your choice.
• Exit Survey Questions (Optional) to be added to the end of our standard  

        exit survey

Price:

$10,000  
gross per webcast
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FOOD PROCESSING  
ADVANCED LEAD SERVICE PROGRAMS

Our Advanced Lead Service Programs are efficient, 
measurable and cost-effective programs offering marketers 
a defined and structured content strategy, combined with 
advanced behavioral analysis that will engage our readers 
with relevant, on-point content as they begin their purchase 
journey in searching for solutions and strategic suppliers.
 
Each customized program provides you with the opportunity 
to integrate your content into our audience’s research / 
purchase cycle and associate your brand and company as a 
solutions provider…at just the right time.

How it works; 
•  Advanced behavioral analysis allows us to identify prospects as 

soon as they enter the purchase or research cycle. 
•  Strategic content deployment appeals to prospects at each stage 

of their journey and associates your brand at the right time. 
•  Automated marketing workflows capture and nurture prospects into 

opportunities and delivers them to your marketing and sales team.
•  In-depth reporting provides transparency and allows us to analyze 

and improve campaign results with our partners in real-time.

These elements combine to deliver strategic nurturing and real-time 
opportunity identification that result in a clear ROI, advanced marketing 
insights, and improved sales efficiency. 

3, 6 or 12 Month Programs
The objective of a 3, 6 or 12 month ALSP to provide you with the opportunity 
to attach your brand and identify and nurture prospects during their research 
or purchase journey. 

Components:
•  Campaign consultation to identify objectives. 
•  Development of Food Processing branded Special Report on 

campaign topic.**
•  Inbound program marketing including SEO optimized article on 

FoodProcessing.com, as well as social promotion. 
• Outbound program marketing including targeted alert and enewsletter placements.
• Development of all program components including emails, landing pages, workflows.
• Automated opportunity delivery with full demographic and content engagement identified.
• Monthly program review. 
• Program adjustments as needed.

Price:

3 month program: $18,500 net
6 month program: $25,500 net
12 month program: $40,500 net 

**Note: Additional costs may apply if custom content must 
be created by Food Processing editorial for Special Report.

Trigger  
Articles

Eblast

ENews

In-content
CTA

Social

Automated Workflow

Nurturing Paths

Identified Opportunities


